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This 84 Acres exceptional property presents a unique chance to acquire a multifaceted commercial investment

opportunity. Nestled amidst the picturesque Scenic Rim Council, it boasts a strategic location near the rapidly growing

Ipswich region.Established Short Term Accommodation inlcuding:• 20 fully-furnished, two-bedroom units, each with

ensuites and single car garages, offering a steady stream of rental income.• A dedicated three-bedroom manager's

accommodation for on-site management.• A sizeable nine-bedroom house with its own pool, perfect for high-value

rentals or owner's accommodation.Untapped Revenue Streams:• A spacious function venue, ideal for weddings, events,

and corporate gatherings.• Extensive winery sheds, ripe for repurposing into a cafe, restaurant, or cellar door, creating a

vibrant destination.• The expansive acreage includes fertile land well-suited for agricultural pursuits. This presents a

compelling opportunity to lease the land to a farmer and generate additional income through a sustainable management

plan.Strategic Advantage:• Prime Location: Situated just 15 minutes from Ipswich, which is projected to experience

significant population growth.• Development Hub: Close proximity to the Ripley Valley Priority Development Area,

Yamanto, Deebing Heights, and Logan City, placing it at the heart of Brisbane's flourishing Western Corridor.• Future

Growth: This strategic positioning ensures the property is well-positioned to benefit from the projected demographic and

economic expansion of the region.Additional Features:• A reliable 5 megalitre dam ensures consistent water supply.• A

water treatment plant offers added convenience and control.Investment Highlights:• Diversified Income Streams: The

established accommodation, function venue, and potential for additional ventures create a robust income portfolio.•

Development Potential: The expansive landholding presents possibilities for future development or expansion, adding

further value.*• Strong Growth Trajectory: The strategic location and anticipated regional growth create a promising

outlook for increased value and return on investment.Seize this exceptional opportunity to acquire a premier estate

brimming with potential. Contact us today to explore the extensive possibilities this remarkable property offers.Key

Distances:• 15 minutes to Yamanto Shopping Centre• 22 minutes to Ripley Town Centre• 23 minutes to Ipswich

Central• 28 minutes to Orion Shopping Centre• 50 minutes to Brisbane• 80 minutes to Gold Coast*Subject to Council

Approval Disclaimer:The information has been prepared by The Urban Land Queensland solely for the purpose of your

evaluation of a potential purchase of the property described within, and is not to be used for any other purpose or made

available to any other party, except to your staff and advisors as required for that purpose, without the vendor's prior

written consent.The information is based on information provided by the vendor and obtained from other available

sources and has not been independently verified. It does not contain all the information necessary to evaluate the

purchase of the property. Any financial projections contained here represent estimations only and may be based on

assumptions that may be inaccurate, and are therefore for general reference only.While care has been taken in preparing

this information, you should not rely on any material contained here as a statement or representation of fact. The Urban

Land Queensland Pty Ltd and its staff does not warrant, represent or guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, completeness or

fitness for any purpose of the information contained within.The Urban Land Queensland accepts no liability for any loss or

damage (whether caused by negligence or not) resulting from the use of this information.You should satisfy yourself as to

the correctness of any relevant information by such independent investigations and due diligence as you see fit. The

Vendor does not intend to be bound by any transaction until a contract in a satisfactory form is executed by the parties. All

renderings & maps shown are for illustration purposes only. 


